Control of nonadiabatic dissociation dynamics with the use of laser-induced wave packet interferences.
Based on wave packet interferences induced by a stationary laser field, a simple way of controlling nonadiabatic dissociation dynamics is proposed. We treat a simple two-state model of diatomic molecules. In this model, there exist two dissociative potential energy curves which cross and are strongly coupled at an internuclear distance, and thus dissociations into one channel are predominant. We propose a control scheme to selectively dissociate a molecule into any favorite channel by choosing the laser frequency and intensity appropriately. The semiclassical estimation of desirable laser parameters can be performed easily by regarding the dissociation processes as nonadiabatic transitions between the Floquet states. The agreement between the semiclassical estimation and the quantum wave packet calculation is found to be satisfactory in the high frequency region (> or =1000 cm(-1)) where the Floquet state picture is valid. In the low frequency region (<1000 cm(-1)), on the other hand, there are discrepancies between them due to the invalidity of the Floquet picture and the dissociation probability is sensitive to the laser phase. This control scheme is applied to the predissociation dynamics of NaI, NaI-->Na+I.